If your looking for a furry friend to keep you
company on the couch, or need a buddy to be your
companion when you come home from work, or a furry
friend to take a short walk routinely......then BUDDY
might be the companion for you. BUDDY is a neutered
male, boxer/bulldog/terrier blend...and like all of our
fostered kids current on vaccines, heartworm
negative, crate trained, house trained, and walks well on leash. We believe he is a
"blend of bulldog, boxer, and terrier" and estimate him to be around 7yrs, and 60lbs
BUDDY has a unique personality; he can be a talker, a cuddler, playful/joyful with his
favorite toys, He will bring you his favorite toy in hopes you will play with him for
awhile OR he is content to play alone. He sits politely and drools while you prepare his
meals. And he will sometimes show his stubborn streak when walking when he feels
sniffing and peeing is more important than walking. BUDDY loves "nose work" the
more opportunity for him to SNIFF (hunt) & FIND the more FUN for him !! He
enjoys a lite afternoon snack, goes back out for a bit more meandering and then will
curl up and nap in "his " easy chair or on top of his crate or in a couch corner. BUDDY
is very SMART, he knows Sit, Stay, Leave it, and Here . His RECALL and
OBEDIENCE grows stronger WHEN his trusts grows stronger with his caretaker;
consistent rules and high value (low calorie treats) are important to BUDDY....HE
thrives on routine. BUDDY's curiosity to explore and protect is strong it is best not
to leave him unattended in a yard; if bored and left alone he may jump a fence.

He

enjoys "hanging" with his human companions and will give you kisses (ear licks) after he
feels you have earned his trust and respect as his loving caretaker. Buddy would do
best as an only dog. Children 12yrs and older are recommended due to his strength &
size.
Questions? Email petsRRpassion@gmail.com
Or, send us an ADOPTION APPLICATION found
on the ADOPTME page at Dream4pets.org
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